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categorizing them into three distinct regime types, each historically contingent and the product of specific
configurations of domestic institutions, socio-economic resources, and external support. Pempel identifies
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan as developmental regimes, showing how each then diverged due to domestic and
international forces. North Korea, Myanmar, and the Philippines (under Marcos) comprise "rapacious
regimes" in this analysis, while Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand form "ersatz developmental regimes."
Uniquely, China emerges as an evolving hybrid of all three regime types. A Region of Regimes concludes by
showing how the shifting interactions of these regimes have profoundly shaped the Asia-Pacific region and
the globe across the postwar era.
Global Trends 2030 - National Intelligence Council (U.S.) 2012
This report is intended to stimulate thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing
the world today and possible global trajectories over the next 15 years. As with the NIC's previous Global
Trends reports, we do not seek to predict the future, which would be an impossible feat, but instead provide
a framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. In-depth research, detailed
modeling and a variety of analytical tools drawn from public, private and academic sources were employed
in the production of Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged with experts in nearly 20 countries, from
think tanks, banks, government offices and business groups, to solicit reviews of the report.
Negotiating Regions - Helmut Asche 2008

Study On International Politics In Contemporary China - Yuyan Zhang 2020-07-14
China's guiding principle for foreign relations and its focus on states and regions has shifted a lot from the
first 30 years of the founding of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, to 1978 and beyond, after
reform and opening-up. However, PRC's diplomatic practice has been continuous, whether it was
participation in the Korean War, breaking up with the former Soviet Union after a honeymoon period,
China's self defense war over Sino-Indian border, participation in the Vietnam War, breakthrough in the
Sino-US relation, or PRC's self defense war over the Sino-Vietnamese border. These historical events
brought the need for theoretical study in International Politics (IP). The development of China's IP research
was slow and filled with complications, but it signified a breakthrough from scratch. This book has filled
gap by depicting a complete scroll of China's IP research in over 60 years since 1949. This book has
followed two principles: one is according to the classification of the IP discipline and the other is to
recommend adaptations according to China's actual conditions.
United States Government Organization Manual - 1971
Out of Water - Design Solutions for Arid Regions - Liat Margolis 2014-10-27
Water scarcity is becoming increasingly familiar to us. Although access to water resources is an issue of
global concern, arid climates are where necessity begets inventions that may serve as examples for action
or prevention across a multitude of climate zones and geographies. In facing the prevalence of water
scarcity across the globe, due to a mix of climatological and man-made factors, the question we must ask
ourselves today is Water for What? Which approaches can landscape, urban and architectural designers
take in order to apply their specific professional skills and means? What potential do available technologies
and materials offer, and what methods and tools can be derived from social engagement? Based on five
years of research, the preparation of and feedback on a traveling exhibition, as well as a major conference,
the results of the Out of Water project are laid out here in a series of case studies and essays by
international experts, including analytical drawings of both projected and implemented solutions.
U.S. Government Research Reports - 1954

Global Rogues and Regional Orders - Il Hyun Cho 2016
"The book examines the relationship between nuclear proliferation and regional order in East Asia and the
Middle East, looking at what factors shape the perceptions and responses of relevant regional actors to
North Korea and Iran, why some of these regional actors cooperate with the United States while others do
not, and the consequences of shifting relations among these countries"-Message of the President of the United States Transmitting the Budget for the Service of the Fiscal Year
Ending ... - United States 1946
Occupational Outlook Handbook - United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics 1976

Design of a Settlement Pattern for the Colorado Delta Region - John Tyler Sidener 1977
CMOS Analog Design Using All-Region MOSFET Modeling - Márcio Cherem Schneider 2010-01-28
Covering the essentials of analog circuit design, this book takes a unique design approach based on a
MOSFET model valid for all operating regions, rather than the standard square-law model. Opening
chapters focus on device modeling, integrated circuit technology, and layout, whilst later chapters go on to
cover noise and mismatch, and analysis and design of the basic building blocks of analog circuits, such as
current mirrors, voltage references, voltage amplifiers, and operational amplifiers. An introduction to
continuous-time filters is also provided, as are the basic principles of sampled-data circuits, especially
switched-capacitor circuits. The final chapter then reviews MOSFET models and describes techniques to
extract design parameters. With numerous design examples and exercises also included, this is ideal for
students taking analog CMOS design courses and also for circuit designers who need to shorten the design
cycle.
Handbook on Complexity and Public Policy - Robert Geyer 2015-05-29

Geometric Modeling and Processing - GMP 2006 - Myung-Soo Kim 2006-07-18
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Geometric Modeling
and Processing, GMP 2006, held in Pittsburgh, PA, USA, July 2006. The book presents 36 revised full
papers and 21 revised short papers addressing current issues in geometric modeling and processing are
addressed. The papers are organized in topical sections on shape reconstruction, curves and surfaces,
geometric processing, shape deformation, shape description, shape recognition, and more.
A Region of Regimes - T. J. Pempel 2021-09-15
A Region of Regimes traces the relationship between politics and economics—power and prosperity—in the
Asia-Pacific in the decades since the Second World War. This book complicates familiar and incomplete
narratives of the "Asian economic miracle" to show radically different paths leading to high growth for
many but abject failure for some. T. J. Pempel analyzes policies and data from ten East Asian countries,
design-and-politics-no-5-regions-in-transition-de
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'Over recent years Complexity Science has revealed to us new limits to our possible knowledge and control
in social, cultural and economic systems. Instead of supposing that past statistics and patterns will give us
predictable outcomes for possible actions, we now know the world is, and will always be, creative and
surprising. Continuous structural evolution within such systems may change the mechanisms, descriptors,
problems and opportunities, often negating policy aims. We therefore need to redevelop our thinking about
interventions, policies and policy making, moving perhaps to a humbler, more 'learning' approach. In this
Handbook, leading thinkers in multiple domains set out these new ideas and allow us to understand how
these new ideas are changing policymaking and policies in this new era.' - Peter M Allen, Cranfield
University, UK
The Budget of the United States Government - United States. Bureau of the Budget 1946

throughout history, focusing not only on design topics but also on the environmental impact of human
activity. Landscape architects, urban planners, and students of these disciplines will find here: * The most
comprehensive, in-depth, and up-to-date overview of the subject * Hundreds of stunning photographs and
design illustrations * A scholarly yet accessible treatment, drawing on the latest research in archaeology,
geography, and other disciplines * The authors' own firsthand observations and travel experiences * Insight
into the evolution of landscape architecture as a discipline * Useful chapter summaries and bibliographies
U.S. Government Research & Development Reports - 1970

Government Contracts Review - 1958

Inventory of Federal Energy-related Environment and Safety Research for ... - 1978

Japan's New Regional Reality - Saori N. Katada 2020-07-07
Since the mid-1990s, Japan’s regional economic strategy has transformed. Once characterized by
bilateralism, informality, and neomercantilism, Japanese policy has shifted to a new liberal strategy
emphasizing regional institution building and rule setting. As two major global powers, China and the
United States, wrestle over economic advantages, Japan currently occupies a pivotal position capable of
tipping the geoeconomic balance in the region. Japan’s New Regional Reality offers a comprehensive
analysis of Japan’s geoeconomic strategy that reveals the country’s role in shaping regional economic order
in the Asia-Pacific. Saori N. Katada explains Japanese foreign economic policy in light of both international
and domestic dynamics. She points out the hurdles to implementing a state-led liberal strategy, detailing
how domestic political and institutional changes have been much slower and stickier than the changing
regional economics. Katada highlights state-market relations and shows how big businesses have
responded to the country’s interventionist policies. The book covers a wide range of economic issues
including trade, investment, finance, currency, and foreign aid. Japan’s New Regional Reality is a
meticulously researched study of the dynamics that have contributed to economic and political realities in
the Asia-Pacific today, with significant implications for future regional trends.
Reclamation Manual: Design and construction, pt. 2. Engineering design: Design supplement no.
2: Treatise on dams; Design supplement no. 3: Canals and related structures; Design supplement
no. 4: Power systems; Design supplement no. 5: Field installation procedures; Design supplement
no. 7: Valves, gates, and steel conduits; Design supplement no. 8: Miscellaneous mechanical
equipment and facilities; Design supplement no. 9: Buildings; Design supplement no. 10:
Transmission structures; Design supplement no. 11: Railroads, highways, and camp facilities United States. Bureau of Reclamation

Electoral Systems and Conflict in Divided Societies - National Research Council 1999-05-20
This paper is one of a series being prepared for the National Research Council's Committee on
International Conflict Resolution. The committee was organized in late 1995 to respond to a growing need
for prevention, management, and resolution of violent conflict in the international arena, a concern about
the changing nature and context of such conflict in the post-Cold War era, and a recent expansion of
knowledge in the field. The committee's main goal is to advance the practice of conflict resolution by using
the methods and critical attitude of science to examine the effectiveness of various techniques and concepts
that have been advanced for preventing, managing, and resolving international conflicts. The committee's
research agenda has been designed to supplement the work of other groups, particularly the Carnegie
Corporation of New York's Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, which issued its final report in
December 1997. The committee has identified a number of specific techniques and concepts of current
interest to policy practitioners and has asked leading specialists on each one to carefully review and
analyze available knowledge and to summarize what is known about the conditions under which each is or
is not effective. These papers present the results of their work.
Urban and Transit Planning - Hocine Bougdah 2019-07-20
A volume of five parts, this book is a culmination of selected research papers from the second version of the
international conferences on Urban Planning & Architectural Design for sustainable Development
(UPADSD) and Urban Transit and Sustainable Networks (UTSN) of 2017 in Palermo and the first of the
Resilient and Responsible Architecture and Urbanism Conference (RRAU) of 2018 in the Netherlands. This
book, not only discusses environmental challenges of the world today, but also informs the reader of the
new technologies, tools, and approaches used today for successful planning and development as well as
new and upcoming ones. Chapters of this book provide in-depth debates on fields of environmental
planning and management, transportation planning, renewable energy generation and sustainable urban
land use. It addresses long-term issues as well as short-term issues of land use and transportation in
different parts of the world in hopes of improving the quality of life. Topics within this book include: (1)
Sustainability and the Built Environment (2) Urban and Environmental Planning (3) Sustainable Urban
Land Use and Transportation (4) Energy Efficient Urban Areas & Renewable Energy Generation (5) Quality
of Life & Environmental Management Systems. This book is a useful source for academics, researchers and
practitioners seeking pioneering research in the field.
Architecture and Globalisation in the Persian Gulf Region - Nasser Golzari 2016-04-15
This is the first book ever to examine the architecture and urbanism of the Persian Gulf as a complete
entity, dealing equally with conditions on the eastern Iranian shoreline as in Arabic countries on the
western side. By inviting a range of architects and scholars to write about historical and contemporary
influences on 14 cities along both Gulf coastlines, the book traces the changes in architecture and human
settlement in relation to environmental factors and particularity of place. It provides an innovative
contribution to the study of architecture and globalisation through a detailed investigation of this particular
region, investigating how buildings and cities are being shaped as a result. A set of thematic essays at the
end offer important insights into issues of globalisation, urbanism and environmental design, drawing from

Regulatory Program of the United States Government - United States. Office of Management and Budget
1988

The Image of the City - Kevin Lynch 1964-06-15
The classic work on the evaluation of city form. What does the city's form actually mean to the people who
live there? What can the city planner do to make the city's image more vivid and memorable to the city
dweller? To answer these questions, Mr. Lynch, supported by studies of Los Angeles, Boston, and Jersey
City, formulates a new criterion—imageability—and shows its potential value as a guide for the building and
rebuilding of cities. The wide scope of this study leads to an original and vital method for the evaluation of
city form. The architect, the planner, and certainly the city dweller will all want to read this book.
Landscapes in History - Philip Pregill 1999-01-25
The definitive, one-stop reference to the history of landscape architecture-now expanded and revised This
revised edition of Landscapes in History features for the first time new information-rarely available
elsewhere in the literature-on landscape architecture in India, China, Southeast Asia, and Japan. It also
expands the discussion of the modern period, including current North American planning and design
practices. This unique, highly regarded book traces the development of landscape architecture and
environmental design from prehistory to modern times-in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and North
America. It covers the many cultural, political, technological, and philosophical issues influencing land use
design-and-politics-no-5-regions-in-transition-de
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the experience of the Persian Gulf. The outcome is a unique record of the Gulf in the early-21st century at a
point when global capitalism is making major inroads and yet questions of architectural design, climate
change, ecological sustainability, cultural identity and so-called 'Facebook Democracy' are likewise shaking
up the Middle Eastern region. The book thus offers a fresh reading of the architecture and urbanism of a
fascinating and often contradictory region, while also showing how globalisation can be analysed in a more
engaged and integrated manner.
Natural Areas Journal - 1988

OPENNESS 53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral
Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased Conflict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE
59 Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising 61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a
Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe:
Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous
but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83 AUTOMATION
AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health Technologies 95 The Role
of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States' Global Role
101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate World
128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from
businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to the teaching sector, and
more. This publication helps anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically, technologically, and
culturally over the next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030,
Global Trends series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics,
geopolitical changes
Government-wide Index to Federal Research & Development Reports - 1965-03

Global Trends 2040 - National Intelligence Council 2021-03
"The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic marks the most significant, singular global disruption since World War
II, with health, economic, political, and security implications that will ripple for years to come." -Global
Trends 2040 (2021) Global Trends 2040-A More Contested World (2021), released by the US National
Intelligence Council, is the latest report in its series of reports starting in 1997 about megatrends and the
world's future. This report, strongly influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic, paints a bleak picture of the
future and describes a contested, fragmented and turbulent world. It specifically discusses the four main
trends that will shape tomorrow's world: - Demographics-by 2040, 1.4 billion people will be added mostly in
Africa and South Asia. - Economics-increased government debt and concentrated economic power will
escalate problems for the poor and middleclass. - Climate-a hotter world will increase water, food, and
health insecurity. - Technology-the emergence of new technologies could both solve and cause problems for
human life. Students of trends, policymakers, entrepreneurs, academics, journalists and anyone eager for a
glimpse into the next decades, will find this report, with colored graphs, essential reading.
Bulletin of the New Zealand National Society for Earthquake Engineering - 1990

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications - 1976
Government Reports Announcements - 1974
Pioneers of American Landscape Design - Robin S. Karson 2000
An important look at 140 prominent landscape architects and their work, full of new and archival
photographs--the first reference book of its kind. An absolute must for landscape architects, students, and
anyone interested in the design and evolution of the American landscape. Each entry includes biographical
information, a discussion of the architects' approach and methodology, and representative plans and
photographs of major projects. Emphasizes vital issues in landscape preservation and ecologically sound
design. Excerpts from a review from the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette by Patricia Lowry on 9/30/00: "Pioneers"
will quickly become an indispensable resource for anyone working in the field. Attractively designed and
packed with more than 450 plans and photographs (including 100 in color), it's also just fun to look at and
read ... For each entry, "Pioneers" also includes a brief bibliography. The book also can serve as a travel
guide; at the end is a list of sites open to the public. ... At least 14 of the pioneers have surviving gardens,
landscapes or parks here -- a reminder that this region has nationally significant landscapes that should be
cherished and protected. ... The book strives to capture not only achievements but also personality
...Birnbaum's hope is that the book will inspire academics, students and other researchers ...
Conflicts Unending - Richard N. Haass 1990
Examines five regions where the U.S. might be able to bring about a peaceful resolution: the Middle East,
Cyprus and the Aegean, the Indian subcontinent, South Africa, and Northern Ireland
Functional and Architectural Design of the Markaz and Construction Planning - Mirta Demare 1980

Interior Department Appropriation Bill for 1945 - United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Appropriations 1944
Global Trends 2030 - Office of the Director of National Intelligence Council 2017-03-11
This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will affect the United States.
This is the fifth installment in the National Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a framework for
thinking about possible futures and their implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking
about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global
trajectories during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical trends and potential discontinuities. The
authors distinguish between megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any scenario, and gamechangers, critical variables whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are
included in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from
academic and other experts around the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the
potential trajectories for the US role in the international system and the possible the impact on future
international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty
Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of
Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE
12 Diffusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE
LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20
Shrinking Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing
Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the
Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48
Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND
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